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Abstract

We have developed an MM-PO hybrid solver designed to deliver reasonable
accuracy inexpensively in terms of both CPU-time and memory demands. The
solver is based on an iterative block Gauss-Seidel process to avoid unnecessary
storage and matrix computations, and can be used to solve the radiation and
scattering problems for both disjunct and connected regions. It supports thin
wires and dielectrica in the MM domain and has been implemented both as a
serial and parallel solver.

Numerical experiments have been performed on simple objects to demon-
strate certain keyfeatures of the solver, and validate the positive and negative
aspects of the MM/PO hybrid. Experiments have also been conducted on more
complex objects such as an model aircraft, to demonstrate that the good results
from the simpler objects are transferrable to the real life situation. The complex
geometries have been used to conduct tests to investigate how well parallelised
the code is, and the results are satisfactory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The design and construction of new products where their electromagnetic prop-
erties are important is always expensive, be it aircraft, antennas or satellites.
One source of expenditure is the need to set up and conduct full scale tests on
models to be able to tune their performance or response to satisfy the needs
and speci�cations. This problem can in part be alleviated by the use of numeri-
cal computations instead of physical experiments, since redesigning a computer
model is cheaper than building a new real model.

The �eld of Computational Electromagnetics (CEM) has been in an expan-
sion phase during the last decade, thanks to new e�cient and accurate numerical
algorithms and the rapid development of computer hardware. The problems that
are treated by a CEM approach are both radiation, scattering and Electromag-
netic Compatibility (EMC) problems.

A typical radiation problem is calculating antenna diagrams for new complex
antennas. The antenna diagram describes the radiation in certain directions from
an antenna. The desired property is for example that the antenna's directivity
should be high, i.e. that it should radiate a large part of its energy in a speci�ed
direction. This property is important for radio telescopes, radar emitters and
onboard antennas on satellites. Another important antenna property is the
radiation e�ciency, which describes how large part of the e�ect fed to antenna
is actually radiated.

The most common scattering problem is obtaining the Radar Cross Section
(RCS) for objects upon which electromagnetic �elds impinge, be they Plane
Waves (PLW) or non-planar �elds from point sources, waveguides or other ex-
citing elements. The RCS is calculated in the far�eld region, and is based on
how much of the incident �eld is scattered in certain directions. Two variants of
the far�eld are considered; the bistatic far�eld, where the source of the incident
�eld and the receiving device are not in the same location, and the monostatic
where they are. A common application of RCS calculations is to investigate
how certain objects such as aircraft, ships or military vehicles scatter radar and
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ultimately see how visible they are to an observer. In order to minimise the
scattered �elds, numerical calculations can be employed to eliminate or lessen
the need for live measurements.

EMC addresses the problems facing complex electronic systems under the
in�uence of electromagnetic �elds, for instance when lightning strikes an aircraft.
Such an event could disrupt or destroy systems not properly constructed and
shielded from the abnormal surface currents which are induced.

The ever increasing performance of computers, in size of the memory, size
of secondary storage, speed of processors and number of processors, contribute
to the fact that the complexity of the problems which are possible to solve is
increasing. Thus we are in a position where the similarity between the real world
and the numerical calculations we perform is increasing. This is also aided by
the fact that better numerical methods are continually developed.

There are two major approaches in CEM which can be identi�ed and these
represent fundamentally di�erent ideas. The �rst one is Time-Domain (TD)
methods which solve time-dependent partial di�erential equations for all fre-
quencies which can be resolved by the geometry by stepping forward in time
and calculating how the �elds propagate in each step. The other principle con-
cerns Frequency-Domain (FD) methods, where you solve for one frequency at a
time but for all time, assuming the solution to be time harmonic. That is you
get the static solution which would arise after in�nite time if TD methods would
have been used with constant sources. In this thesis we develop FD methods
because we are �rst and formost interested in RCS and antenna problems, where
a few frequencies are considered.

Frequency domain computations are performed by two classes of methods.
The ray based techniques, such as Uniform Theory of Di�raction (UTD) and
General Theory of Di�raction (GTD), follow rays on their paths. These rays are
through various methods re�ected by surfaces and di�racted by edges, wedges
and possibly curved surfaces. Ray based methods are primarily high-frequency
methods, i.e. they are designed for problems where the details of illuminated
objects are large compared to the wave length of the incident �eld. When using
current based methods on the other hand, you �rst calculate the surface currents
induced on the illuminated objects by the incident �elds. From these currents
you can later compute the �elds scattered by the illuminated objects. The true
�elds are sums of the incident �elds and scattered �elds. The most common
current based method is the Method of Moments (MM) (see [26, 25, 18]), which
is an asymptotically exact integral equation method. This means that we cannot
say whether it is a high or low-frequency method, since the accuracy of the
solution depends solely on what resolution we choose for the surface currents.
The computational and storage cost of MM is prohibiting, so computational
limits make it an low to mid-frequency method.

An attractive alternative to MM is the Physical Optics (PO) method, which
is an approximation of the MM method. Due to the nature of the approximation,
it works best for large �at surfaces. It is not asymptotically exact, since it does
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not work for sharply curved objects, edges, wedges or corners. As a method it
only regards the currents in their local setting, not as a part of a whole object.
It is still viable since it is one of the fastest method devised so far for simple
objects.

In recent years some research has been devoted to methods that bene�t from
the accurate resolution of details of MM, without its large time and memory
consumption. Two approaches are predominant. The Fast Multipole Method
(FMP)(see [17]) exploits the fact that the �elds generated can be divided into
near- and far-�elds, depending on the distance from the source. This allows for
creating a set of distinct regions which are resolved accurately within themselves
by near-�eld formulations. The interactions between sets however, fall under a
far-�eld formulation. This ensures good accuracy and a drastically reduced
demand for memory. The computer time consumption depends largely on the
geometry of the problem domain. Another approach is to resolve intricate details
with MM, and allow larger and smoother structures to be handled by faster
methods. One possibility is to use ray based methods. This is e�ective for
distinct MM and ray domains. If they have a common boundary it will radiate
as if it was a physical edge. Instead of using ray based methods for the smooth
parts, we can use PO which is a current based method [9, 11, 12]. This minimises
false re�ections since the false edge will be crossed by currents as well.

This thesis deals with the hybridisation of MM and PO, i.e. how to couple
an MM domain to a PO domain by an iterative solution scheme and how to
parallelise it. Chapter 2 describes the di�erent methods we use. The hybrid is
inspired by a work by Hodges [9], which describes a MM/PO hybrid where a
substitution process yields an asymmetric linear system of equations. To avoid
this we have chosen to solve the equations that arise from the hybridisation, by
a simple iteration scheme called the Block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) method. This
retains the symmetry of the MM matrix and hence saves some memory, and we
can use the same solvers as for the pure MM case. On the other hand we have to
excite and solve the system several times. The solution part is negligible, since
we factorise the only once, but the excitation time is substantial. We could use
some iterative solution for the MM part of the hybrid but due to the usually
smaller size of the MM domain compared to the PO domain, the MM matrix
is relatively small. This is in favour of direct pre-factorised methods. There is
a trade o� here between saving time through storing excitation matrices and
saving memory through calculating them every iteration step. The PO part is
solved by a Galerkin type procedure, which yields a very large, but sparse, ma-
trix equation. This equation is solved through a sparse QMR-solver [6], which
is essentially the same solver as can be used in a pure MM problem. The hybrid
allows for dielectrica and wires in the MM domain, and is also parallelised with
MPI. Chapter 3 analyses the iterative scheme used and compares it to other
schemes, as well as the convergent behaviour of PO when applied to a curved
surface. Chapter 4 contains tests and comparisons to highlight some of the fea-
tures of the hybrid method, and compares it to both the MM and PO methods
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in certain principal cases. The �nal chapter (5) contains some conclusions con-
cerning the validity and viability of a hybrid MM/PO method in comparison to
other methods.



Chapter 2

Method

This chapter describes the theoretical foundation and actual implementation
of a Method of Moments (MM) and Physical Optics (PO) hybrid solver. The
topics covered include explanations of basic concepts, derivation of the necessary
equations for Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) objects and objects using PEC,
wires and dielectrica. Di�erent implementation issues, such as discretisation and
parallelisation, are also discussed.

2.1 Maxwell's Equations

All electromagnetic �elds are governed by this set of coupled di�erential equa-
tions known as Maxwell's equations (ME)

��@H
@t

= r�E+M (2.1)

"
@E

@t
= r�H� J (2.2)

r � E =
�e
"

(2.3)

r �H =
�m
�

(2.4)

@�e
@t

+r � J = 0 (2.5)

@�m
@t

+r �M = 0; (2.6)

where J andM are the electric and magnetic currents, �e and �m are the electric
and magnetic charges. Maxwell's equations in this form are valid for linear
isotropic material in which the permeability is � and the permittivity is ", both
constant, and apply to all of space but can be limited to a smaller section of space
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8 CHAPTER 2. METHOD

by enforcing some boundary conditions. If ME is used in an exterior unbounded
domain, some radiation condition at in�nity has to be applied to obtain a correct
solution. In our case however, this will be made implicitly through the use of an
appropriate Green's kernel. Working in the frequency domain (FD) ensures that
all temporal variations of the di�erent entities connected through ME behave as
e�i!t. Inserting this into ME yields

i�!H = r�E+M (2.7)

�i"!E = r�H� J (2.8)

r � J = i!�e (2.9)

r �M = i!�m; (2.10)

In the case of PEC problems, the magnetic currents M and charges �m are
identically zero.

2.2 Equivalent Currents

The concept of equivalent currents is based on the idea that E and H in a
homogeneous domain D, can be represented by applying �ctitious currents J
and M on the boundary � of D. The currents are called equivalent currents
and can be explained by a boundary-value calculation by which the equivalent
currents are easily identi�able, se [16]. These currents are de�ned by,

J = �n̂�Horg (2.11)

M = n̂�Eorg (2.12)

where Horg and Eorg are the �elds produced by the original problem. The
equivalent currents produce zero �elds in domains other than the one we observe.
This means that ME can be described as

r�E� ikZH = �M�Ma (2.13)

r�H+ ikZ�1E = J+ Ja; (2.14)

in which all relations to outside sources are already taken care of, and where
k = !

c is the wavenumber and Z =
p

�
" , c denotes the speed of light in the

medium traversed by the waves. The subscript a indicates the applied currents
of the problem.

There are two important versions of this principle. The �rst one is described
in �gure 2.1 and deals with a closed domain 
 with the boundary �, where the
equivalent currents e�ectively take the place of and remove the need for outside
sources. The other case is the reversed, where we have an unbounded exterior
domain and an interior domain as shown in �gure 2.2. In this case all sources
inside the small domain, are replaced by equivalent currents on �.

To obtain the �elds from the equivalent currents, employ the integral equa-
tions derived in the following sections.
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Figure 2.1: Equivalent currents replacing outer sources
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M = n x E

J = -n x H

Figure 2.2: Equivalent currents replacing inner sources

2.3 Integral Equations

The main objective of this report is to describe a way to calculate the �elds scat-
tered by a variety of objects. There are several ways of doing this, both working
with time-dependent methods or ,as in our case, frequency domain methods. We
choose to work with integral equations that determine the scattered �elds in two
steps. First we calculate the currents induced on all surfaces and interfaces by
the applied sources, and from these we calculate the scattered �elds. There is a
number of bene�ts and drawbacks inherent in this approach. Bene�ts include:
The problem is essentially two dimensional since we calculate currents on sur-
faces; All excitations of a single wavenumber use the same matrix which reduces
the calculations per excitation. Some drawbacks are: We can only calculate for
a single wavenumber at a time. Most methods produce large, dense matrices
which claim substantial amounts of memory and CPU-time to be solved. This
section will derive these equations in some detail.

2.3.1 Stratton-Chu Formulas

The �rst step on the way to formulating a method that can be developed into
a working solver based on obtaining the unknown currents, is deriving formulas
for calculating the electric and magnetic �elds from both electric and magnetic
currents. In these derivations we follow those in [3].

First of all we need to decouple (2.13) and (2.14) from each other, to be able
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to solve them seperately. We begin by taking the divergence of both of them, to
get

r �H =
1

ikZ
(r �M+r �Ma) (2.15)

r � E =
1

ikZ�1
(r � J+r � Ja) : (2.16)

The decoupling continues by taking the curl of (2.13), which yields

r�r�E� ikZr�H = �r�M�r�Ma: (2.17)

This can be combined with (2.14) multiplied by ikZ, to arrive at

r�r�E� k2E = ikZ (J+ Ja)� (r�M+r�Ma) ; (2.18)

doing the same for (2.13), yields

r�r�H� k2H = ikZ�1 (M+Ma) + (r� J+r� Ja) : (2.19)

Using the fact that r�r�A = rr �A��A together with (2.15) and (2.16),
we get

� ��E+ k2E
�
= ikZ

�
1

k2
rr � J+ J

�
�r�M+

ikZ

�
1

k2
rr � Ja + Ja

�
�r�Ma (2.20)

� ��H+ k2H
�
= ikZ�1

�
1

k2
rr �M+M

�
+r� J+

ikZ�1
�

1

k2
rr �Ma +Ma

�
+r� Ja: (2.21)

Having decoupled the equations we are left with equations whose solutions can
be expressed as convolutions of their right-hand sides (rhs) and the Green kernel

G (x;y) =
eikjx�yj

4� jx� yj ; (2.22)

which is a solution to this point source equation

�G+ k2G = � (x� y) : (2.23)

The solutions to (2.20) and (2.21) are, if we assume that no applied currents
exist, only the incident �elds Einc and Hinc,

E = Einc + ikZ

�
1

k2
rr � (G � J) +G � J

�
�r� (G �M) (2.24)
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H = Hinc + ikZ�1
�

1

k2
rr � (G �M) +G �M

�
+r� (G � J) ; (2.25)

where J;M are the equivalent currents with subscripts dropped for easier nota-
tion. G � J denotes

(G � J) (x) =
Z
�

G (x;y) J (y) d� (y) ; (2.26)

which we denote by V J. If we need to use applied currents later in any form, we
can just separate them from the equivalent currents as J+ Ja. Note that these
equations are only valid in this form if x 6= y. Finally we present this version of
the Stratton-Chu formulas using the integrals

TJ =

�
1

k2
rr �+1

�
V J; x =2 � (2.27)

KM = �r� VM; x =2 �; (2.28)

which yields,

E = Einc + ikZTJ+KM (2.29)

H = Hinc + ikZ�1TM�KJ: (2.30)

This is the form of the integral equations using surface currents to calculate the
scattered �elds which we employ in our calculations.

2.3.2 Rumsey Reactions

We have de�ned a set of equivalent currents J and M that generate the electric
and magnetic �elds. To solve for the currents we need to impose some boundary
conditions and choose some testing procedure. For this purpose we de�ne a set
of testing currents J0 and M0 which should have the same properties as J and
M.

In the code that we have written, the equations derived here is scaled to yield
matrices which are better conditioned.

To appreciate the reasons for choosing the boundary conditions that gov-
ern the transition from one region to another, where the regions are separated
by boundaries of equivalent currents, we assume that the regions have di�er-
ent physical properties. At such a boundary, the boundary condition for the
magnetic �eld is

H1t = H2t; (2.31)

where the subscript t denotes the tangential component. The complete deriva-
tion can be found in [24]. There is also an equvalent boundary condition for the
electric �eld

E1t = E2t; (2.32)
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which is derived from (2.7) and (2.10).
We now need a method of enforcing boundary conditions (2.31) and (2.32).

The Rumsey reaction is a construct with which we can enforce the boundary
conditions and arrive at solvable equations in a very elegant way. The reaction
RD between equivalent currents and testing currents in domain D is

RD ((J;M) ; (J0;M0)) =

Z
�

(E(J;M) � J0 �H(J;M) �M0) d�; (2.33)

where � is an equivalent surface, while E(J;M) and H(J;M) are the �elds
generated by the equivalent currents and the applied currents. The currents
and �elds in (2.33) are a sum of all currents and �elds in the speci�ed domain
regardless of current type. The Rumsey reaction is a measure of the coupling
between the test-currents and the sources that generate the �elds, according to
[18]. The equations to solve for the currents at one domain boundary are

RD

�
(J+;M+) ;

�
J0+;M

0
+

��
+RD

�
(J�;M�) ;

�
J0�;M

0
�

��
= 0; (2.34)

where the subscripts + and � denotes either the outside or inside, respectively.
As the di�erent currents are automatically tangential to the equivalent surface,
we know that the boundary conditions will be satis�ed. The reaction can be
split into a symmetric and an anti-symmetric part, Rs

D(�; �) and Ra
D(�; �). These

are de�ned by

Rs
D ((J;M) ; (J0;M0)) = ikZ

Z
�

TJ � J0d�� ikZ�1
Z
�

TM �M0d�

+

Z
�

KM � J0d� +

Z
�

KJ �M0d�: (2.35)

The anti-symmetric part

Ra
D ((J;M) ; (J0;M0)) = �1

2

Z
�

(n�M � J0 + n� J �M0) (2.36)

vanishes in all the applications where we use the Rumsey reactions. Hence
RD = Rs

D.
Any applied currents in the domain are handled in the same fashion, and the

result is moved to the right-hand side of the equation. This quantity is usually
denoted as

RD ((Ja;Ma) ; (J
0;M0)) = �VD (J0;M0) (2.37)

and should be considered as a known source. The same is equally true for all
incident �elds.

Figure 2.3 displays a more general situation, where we have more than one
domain. In this case we have a dielectric object and a PEC object in a free
space environment, and a PEC object inside the dielectrica. Observing that the
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PEC

DIEL

PEC

J

J

M

J
J

M

1

2

+

2

+

2

-

2

-

3

AIR

Figure 2.3: Example of Rumsey reaction

boundary conditions (2.31) and (2.32) at surface 2 means that

J2� = �J2+ (2.38)

M2
� = �M2

+: (2.39)

Consequently, we have only one set of unknowns along that boundary. This en-
forces the coupling between the inner and outer problem at surface 2. The other
surfaces are PEC surfaces that only have outer electrical currents. Now, using
the test currents for the di�erent domains one at a time, we get the following
reaction equations,

RAIR

�
E
�
J1;J2+;M

2
+

�
;
�
J0

1
��

= �R1
i (2.40)

RAIR

�
E
�
J1;J2+;M

2
+

�
;
�
J0

2
��

= �R2
i (2.41)

RAIR

�
H
�
J1;J2+;M

2
+

�
;
�
M02

��
= �R2

i (2.42)

RDIEL

�
E
�
J3;J2�;M

2
�

�
;
�
J0

2
��

= 0 (2.43)

RDIEL

�
H
�
J3;J2�;M

2
�

�
;
�
M02

��
= 0 (2.44)

RDIEL

�
E
�
J3;J2�;M

2
�

�
;
�
J0

3
��

= 0 (2.45)

where Ri in each of the equations are the reactions on the incoming �elds and
applied sources.

The Rumsey reaction gives us a compact and e�cient notation, as well as
a convenient way of enforcing the di�erent boundary conditions. The reaction
also ensures symmetry for all applications considered. We use it in deriving
the integral equations, when they stem from a boundary condition at di�erent
surfaces.

2.3.3 Electric Field Integral Equation

This and the following sections focus on the case where the only materials present
in the problem are perfect electric conductors (PEC). This means they have
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in�nite conductivity, which is an acceptable approximation of metals. Physically
this means that electric and magnetic �elds do not penetrate the surface of
objects more than in a thin boundary layer, which can be considered to be of
zero thickness. Another e�ect is that no tangential electric �elds Et can exist
on the surface of any PEC material. Otherwise, the in�nite conductivity would
lead to in�nite electric currents, which is impossible in a physical sense. Since
Et = 0 and M = n � E, PEC materials are also unable to conduct magnetic
currents (M = 0).

We now shift attention to the implication of PEC materials on the integral
equation (2.29). The zero magnetic currents yield

E = Einc + ikZTJ; (2.46)

where T is de�ned by (2.26) and (2.27). We know that the tangential part of the
electric �eld on a PEC surface is zero. This leads to an equation which de�nes
the currents necessary to cancel the incident �elds on the PEC surface,

� [Einc]t = [ikZTJ]t ; (2.47)

which is called the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE). If we intend to solve
the EFIE, we need to compute the integrals on the surfaces involved in the
problem. The incident electric �eld presents no problem, but the T potential
contains weak singularities at x = y, due to the presence of the Green kernel.
To remedy this situation a variational formulation of (2.47) is employed as in
section 2.3.2, using J0 which is a current of the same kind as the equivalent
currents and automatically extracts the tangential part of the �elds through

�
Z
�

Einc(x) � J0(x)d�(x) = ikZ

Z
�

TJ(y) � J0(x)d�(x): (2.48)

The variational procedure allows us to perform the following reorganisation.
Note that all derivatives are computed with respect to x originally,

Z
�

TJ(y) � J0(x)d�(x) =
Z
�

1

k2
rr �

Z
�

G (x;y) J (y) d� (y) � J0(x)d� (x)+

Z
�

Z
�

G (x;y) J (y) � J0(x)d� (y) d� (x)

=
1

k2

Z
�

�
r
Z
�

r � (G (x;y) J (y)) d� (y)

�
� J0(x)d� (x)+

Z
�

Z
�

G (x;y) J (y) � J0(x)d� (y) d� (x) : (2.49)

Having in mind that r� (aB) = B �ra+ar�B and rxG (x;y) = �ryG (x;y),
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applying Green's integral formula yields

Z
�

TJ(y)�J0(x)d�(x) = 1

k2

Z
�

Z
�

(ryG (x;y) � J (y))rx �J0(x)d� (y) d� (x)+

Z
�

Z
�

G (x;y) J (y) � J0(x)d� (y) d� (x) ; (2.50)

where rx � J (y) = 0 has been applied. We also assume that the source currents
and the test currents are zero on all natural boundaries, which eliminates the
boundary terms that Green's formula produces. Performing a partial integration
of the �rst term yields

Z
�

TJ(y) �J0(x)d�(x) = � 1

k2

Z
�

Z
�

G (x;y)ry �J (y)rx �J0(x)d� (y) d� (x)+

Z
�

Z
�

G (x;y) J (y) � J0(x)d� (y) d� (x) : (2.51)

Employing a Galerkin type integration method to (2.51) leads to a complex
symmetric matrix, allowing us to utilise matrix solvers to solve for J that are
optimised for symmetric matrices. This generates substantial gains in CPU-time
and memory demands.

2.3.4 Magnetic Field Integral Equation

In deriving the EFIE we employed boundary conditions of the electric �eld on the
surface of a PEC surface, to get a method to compute the equivalent currents.
It is also possible to use the magnetic �eld for the same purpose. Then we get
the Magnetic Field Integral Equation, MFIE. In this case however we do not
use a boundary condition in the same way as for the EFIE, but remember the
de�nition of the equivalent currents

J = n̂�H; (2.52)

and into this we insert the magnetic �eld derived from the electric currents
(2.30). We get

J = n̂�Hinc � (n̂�KJ)
+
; (2.53)

where the superscript plus indicates that it is valid in the exterior of, but not
on, the boundary �. This is due to the fact that the magnetic �eld on a PEC
surface need not be zero, see [16]. Applying a jump relation, which extracts
the singular part and leaves us with a principal value integral, to this boundary
integral equation yields

J = n̂�Hinc �
�
�1

2
J+ n̂�KJ

�
: (2.54)
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Rearranging the terms gives us

1

2
J+ n̂�KJ = n̂�Hinc; (2.55)

which is the MFIE.
Comparing the EFIE and MFIE reveals that both contain drawbacks which

can potentially lead to problems. The EFIE for instance is less well conditioned
than the MFIE, but on the other hand spurious solutions from the EFIE do
not radiate in free-space as the ones from the MFIE do. Spurious solutions are
solutions that arise when the incident �eld fEinc;Hincg is zero. In other words,
they can show up in any solution if the problem, equation and geometry, has
an eigenmode with corresponding eigenvalue k2, where k is the wave-number,
see [23]. These two methods can be joined in the combined electric �eld inte-
gral equation (CFIE), which exhibits the positive traits of both methods. The
combination is done by addition and multiplication by a constant, as follows

� � EFIE + (1� �) � MFIE

ik
= 0; (2.56)

where EFIE and MFIE are the sums of all terms in their respective equations
(2.48) and (2.55).

In the same way as in the previous section concerning the TJ, the KJ is
easier to evaluate on the surface of the scatterer if we perform some kind of test
procedure, where derivatives are moved from the potential to the testing current.
The test procedure is employed, which yields

1

2

Z
�

J(x) � J0(x)d� (x) +

Z
�

(n̂�KJ) � J0(x)d� (x) =

1

2

Z
�

J(x) � J0(x)d� (x)�
Z
�

n̂�
�Z

�

ryG (x;y) � J(y)d� (y)

�
� J0(x)d� (x) =

1

2

Z
�

J(x) �J0(x)d� (x)�
Z
�

n̂ �
�Z

�

J0(x)� (ryG (x;y) � J(y)) d� (y)

�
d� (x) =

Z
�

(n̂�Hinc) � J0(x)d� (x) : (2.57)

The three methods discussed previously in this section, are often collectively
called Method of Moments (MM), and we will use this name when the speci�c
method is unimportant, but the generic MM type is of the essence.

2.3.5 Physical Optics

Both the EFIE, the MFIE and the CFIE are exact methods, which means that
the error in the numerical solution comes from the discretization only. If the
discretization is re�ned, the solution will approach the exact solution, disregard-
ing any spurious solutions. The drawback to this approach is that the memory
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demands depend on the number of unknowns n as O(n2), and the CPU-time is of
the order O(n2) to O(n3) depending on the method used to solve the system of
linear equations. These can often be prohibiting factors, when the objects solved
for are very large compared to the wavelength. For such cases several methods
have been developed that perform some sort of approximation to lower these
costs in both memory and CPU-time. Among them we �nd a method called
Physical Optics (PO), having costs of the order O(n). It is a very attractive
alternative, when applicable.

For MFIE we have the following relationship

n̂�rx �
Z
�

G (x;y) J(y)d� (y) = �n̂�
Z
�

ryG (x;y) � J(y)d� (y) : (2.58)

PO is derived from the fact that, when the MFIE is used on an in�nite plane,
J(y) and n̂ are orthogonal to each other, which gives us that

n̂�
Z
�

rG (x;y)� J(y)d� (y) = 0; (2.59)

since rG is parallel to the plane. Inserting this in the MFIE (2.55), yields

J(x) = 2n̂�Hinc: x 2 inf:plane (2.60)

This equation is exact only on an in�nite plane, and when it is applied to any
other surface the currents are approximations of the MM currents. How good the
approximation is depends on the size, curvature, edges and wedges of the surface
in relation to the wavelength, and the angle of the incident �elds. Generally, PO
is only used for large, reasonably �at surfaces. However, it performs well for all
surfaces of low curvature.

There are two ways of computing the PO currents. Either they can be
calculated directly from (2.60). This is the easiest way of obtaining the currents.
We can, however, test the equation in the same way we did in the MM case.
This yields

Z
�

J(x) � J0(x)d� (x) = 2

Z
�

(n̂�Hinc) � J0(x)d� (x) ; (2.61)

which results in a banded sparse system of linear equations when discretised.
Also, performing this testing procedure yields better results when compared to
using a more straightforward PO method.

To improve the results of PO we apply a Shadowing condition, which states
that only areas of the object which are illuminated by the source of the electro-
magnetic �eld should be exited. This is sometimes called Geometrical Optics
(GO) shadowing.
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2.3.6 EFIE/PO-hybrid

Up to this point we have derived three methods for getting the equivalent cur-
rents that solve the PEC problem. The EFIE and the MFIE which are, in the
absence of internal resonances that trigger spurious solutions, numerically exact
but are also prohibitive in terms of CPU-time and memory demands. PO on the
other hand is an extremely fast and has very lax memory demands, but present
us with solutions that are far from exact on complex surfaces. These are the
reasons why we wish to divide the problem geometry into two parts, one where
we use EFIE to solve for the currents, and one where PO gives the currents.
The following equations give us the solutions locally in each domain,

� [Einc]t =
�
ikZTJMM

�
t
+
�
ikZTJPO

�
t

in MM domain (2.62)

JPO = 2n̂�Hinc � 2n̂�KJMM : in PO domain (2.63)

These equations are in fact the EFIE and MFIE respectively, where all interac-
tions within the MFIE (PO) domain are ignored.

So how do we proceed in solving these coupled integral equations? The
standard way of doing this in the MM domain is to insert (2.63) into (2.62) to
obtain

� [Einc]t =
�
ikZTJMM

�
t
+
�
ikZT

�
2n̂�Hinc � 2n̂�KJMM

��
t

(2.64)

which transforms into
�
ikZTJMM � i2kZT

�
n̂�KJMM

��
t
= [�Einc � ikZT (2n̂�Hinc)]t : (2.65)

It is important to notice that in (2.65) n̂�KJMM and 2n̂�Hinc are evaluated in
the PO region. This does not, however, lead to a symmetric system of equation
in the testing procedure, and entails some extensive extra work in computing the
system matrix in the order of n2enp, where ne is the number of MM unknowns
and np is the number of PO unknowns. To circumvent these problems inherent
in the insertion approach, we choose to perform the following iteration procedure

� [Einc]t =
�
ikZTJMM

n+1

�
t
+
�
ikZTJPOn

�
t

in MM domain (2.66)

JPOn+1 = 2n̂�Hinc � 2n̂�KJMM
n+1 ; in PO domain (2.67)

where n is the iteration count and both JMM
0 = 0 and JPO0 = 0. This iteration

can be viewed as a block Gauss-Seidel method. This method of solving the
system consists of a number of matrix vector multiplications, that are performed
instead of the matrix-matrix multiplication needed in (2.65). In each iteration
the additional CPU time for the matrix vector multiplications is of the order
nenp, which means that as these multiplications are the main cost in the solution,
if there are fewer than of order ne iterations there is a gain in solution time.
Experience shows that the number of iterations needed are independent of ne
and substantially smaller.
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The question of whether this iteration converges to the correct solution or
not, is something that will be discussed in the next chapter. Experience however
shows that in a few iterations, the residual jjJn+1 � Jnjj is small enough that
the discrepancy is completely shadowed by the error imposed by using the PO
approximation.

Employing the same testing scheme as above yields the following weak for-
mulation of our hybrid iteration scheme,

�
Z
�MM

Einc(x) � J0(x)d�(x) = ikZ

Z
�MM

TJMM
n+1 (y) � J0(x)d�(x)+

ikZ

Z
�MM

TJPOn (y) � J0(x)d�(x); (2.68)

and

1

2

Z
�PO

JPOn+1(x) � J0(x)d� (x) =

Z
�PO

(n̂�Hinc) � J0(x)d� (x) +

Z
�PO

n̂ �
�Z

�MM

J0(x) � �ryG (x;y) � JMM
n+1 (y)

�
d� (y)

�
d� (x) (2.69)

where

Z
�X

TJY (y)�J0(x)d�(x) = � 1

k2

Z
�X

Z
�Y

G (x;y)ry�JY (y)rx�J0(x)d� (y) d� (x)+

Z
�X

Z
�Y

G (x;y) JY (y) � J0(x)d� (y) d� (x) : (2.70)

In these equations �MM and �PO represent the MM and PO surfaces respec-
tively, and the subscripts X and Y should be exchanged for MM or PO. Ob-
viously this is an integral which is symmetric in J and J0, which ensures that
given a suitable choice of basis and test functions the result will be a symmetric
system of linear equations.

2.3.7 Dielectrica

This subsection and the next deal with how to add speci�c types of objects to
the MM part of the hybrid. In this one we focus on the addition of dielectrica
and how that a�ects the PO part of the solution.

The main di�erence between using dielectrics and only using PEC objects, is
that in the dielectric parts we also have magnetic currents. What we in essence
have to do is add the in�uence of the electric currents in the PO domain on the
magnetic currents i the MM region, and the other way around as well. Since
equations (2.62) and (2.63) are based on the electric and magnetic �elds, the
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insertion of the magnetic current terms of equations (2.29) and (2.30) yields

� [Einc]t =
�
ikZTJMM +KMMM

�
t
+
�
ikZTJPO

�
t

in MM domain

(2.71)

[Hinc]t =
��ikZ�1TMMM +KJMM

�
t
+
�
KJPO

�
t

in MM domain

(2.72)

JPO = 2n̂�Hinc � 2n̂�KJMM + 2ikZ�1n̂� TMMM : in PO domain
(2.73)

The Rumsey reaction on the di�erent surfaces gives us a continuous weak for-
mulation. Enforcing equation (2.34) with di�erent test currents non-zero on
di�erent surfaces we get that (2.71) and (2.73) are tested using electric basis
functions, and (2.72) is tested using magnetic basis functions. There is however,
no di�erence between these except in the Rumsey reaction sense. The tested
equations can be produced by just adding and manipulating the appropriate
terms to equations (2.68) and (2.69). It is easy to see that these terms are varia-
tions of those that already exist in the two equations, where the electric current
J is exchanged for the magnetic currentM where appropriate. The extra terms
needed are

Z
�X

KMMM (y) � J0 (x) d� (x) =

Z
�X

�
�rx �

Z
�Y

G (x;y)MMM (y) d� (y)

�
� J0 (x) d� (x) ; (2.74)

and observing thatr�(aB) = ra�B+ar�B andA�(B�C) = �B�(A�C),
we have

Z
�X

KMMM (y) � J0 (x) d� (x) =

Z
�X

Z
�Y

rxG (x;y) � �J0 (x)�MMM (y)
�
d� (y) d� (x) : (2.75)

This is a symmetric integral, because both the cross product and the Green's
function change sign when x and y switch places. Hence, it �ts in the overall
symmetric structure which we aim at. The other integrals with K in them are
treated similarly. The second new integral isZ

�X

�
n̂� TMMM

� � J0d� (x) ; (2.76)

in which we evaluate TMMM �rst, and then the rest numerically.
These are the equations which govern a simple hybrid situation in which we

only include the currents of the dielectrica which are in direct contact with the
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free space medium. The use of equivalent currents ensures us that these are
the only ones which in�uence and are in�uenced by the PO currents. Internal
structures and currents in the dielectrica of the MM domain can in other words
be ignored in the current discussion, see section 2.3.2. One of the most important
concepts in section 2.3.2 is that of the interface. An interface is the boundary
between two regions in space that have di�erent constant physical properties
such as conductivity, permittivity and permeability. These are the boundaries
on which the equivalent currents are positioned, one set for each side of the
interface. The second concept is that of the medium which is such a region
of constant physical properties. The currents of each medium are theoretically
considered seperately, but in reality the currents on the inside of an interface
can be described in terms of those on the outside, and thus linking mediums to
each other, see (2.40) through (2.45).

2.3.8 Wires

Wires are thin structures whose integral equations can be subject to certain
approximations and simpli�cations, without imposing signi�cant errors, due to
their geometrical properties. In this section, we suppose that the wires are per-
fect electric conductors, and that their radii a � � where � is the wavelength.
We also suppose that the length of the wire l � a, see �gure 2.4. These assump-
tions allow us to con�ne the electrical current on the surface to having an axial
component, in the ẑ direction, only. This simpli�es the equations considerably,
especially since it decreases the number of unknowns needed compared to if we
allowed for a current component in the '̂ direction.

a

l
z

ϕ

Figure 2.4: Cross-section of a straight thin-wire cylinder.

For wires, the choice of method is easy. Since the wire approximation is based
on the assumption that the wires are very thin, it is not possible to use the MFIE,
see section 2.3.4. Therefore, we focus entirely on the EFIE. There exist a number
of wire approximation techniques and methods based on the EFIE, most notably
by Hallén [13] and Pocklington [19]. We use a wire model developed by Mazari
[14]. For all models we have to enforce the boundary condition

Etan
i = �Etan

s ; on the wire surface; (2.77)
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where Ei is the incident electric �eld and Es is the �eld scattered by the electric
currents on the wires. This is equivalent to

n̂�E = 0; on the wire surface; (2.78)

where n̂ is the outward normal to the wire surface. In the thin wire scenario
this is equivalent to

ẑ (x) �E = 0; on the wire surface: (2.79)

That is the boundary condition we need to ful�ll. In Mazari's wire model we
ful�ll it in a weak sense through the following integrated equation

Z 2�

0

E (x (a; '; z)) � ẑd' = 0 on the wire surface: (2.80)

Together with (2.29), and after extensive algebra performed in [14], (2.80) be-
comes

k2
Z
�w

~G (jx� yj) I (y) d�w (y) +
@

@z

Z
�w

~G (jx� yj) @I
@z

(y) d�w (y) = f (x) ;

(2.81)
where �w is the lines tracing all wires and

I (y) = a

Z 2�

0

J (x (a; '; z)) � ẑd'; (2.82)

and

~G (u) =

Z 2�

0

eik
p
u2+4a2 sin2('=2)q

u2 + 4a2 sin2 ('=2)
d': (2.83)

In addition we de�ne f (x) as

f (x) = 4�kZ

Z 2�

0

Einc (x (a; '; z)) � ẑd': (2.84)

The solution of equation (2.81) is in the same way as for surface integrals
for bodies performed by using the reaction formula (2.33). This means that a
number of situations will arise in the context of a MM/PO-hybrid, where the
wires will coexist with electric MM body currents, magnetic MM body currents
and electric PO body currents. In table 2.1, these situations are listed. We will
only present the actual equation, or equivalent, for the �rst, fourth and seventh
situations, since the last two are essential to the hybrid solver, and the �rst gives
some insight into how wires are treated in an MM code. The other equations
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Source Current Test Current

Wire Wire
Wire Body Magnetic
Wire Body Electric
Wire Body PO

Body Magnetic Wire
Body Electric Wire
Body PO Wire

Table 2.1: The di�erent situations involved in the testing of the EFIE for wires
in the MM/PO-hybrid context.

are explained and discussed in [14]. The wire-wire equation becomes, after some
algebra,

k2
Z
�w

Z
�w

~G (jx� yj) I (y) I (x) d�w (y) d�w (x) +

Z
�w

Z
�w

~G (jx� yj) @I

@zy
(y)

@I

@zx
(x) d�w (y) d�w (x) =

Z
�w

f (x) I (x) d�w (x) :

(2.85)

The last two situations deal with the connections between the wires and the PO
domain. Since the edge between the MM and PO domains should be placed
in such a way that the currents are fairly smooth at the boundary, we can
assume that the wires are placed some distance from the nearest PO triangle.
This permits us to do numerical integration only when computing the wire-
body integrals. To keep it simple we calculate the magnetic �elds due to the
wire currents in the integration points, and then perform the outer integration
(the integration over the test functions), which in this case consist of a simple
summation. The alternative is to calculate everything at once which is much
harder. For the same reason we calculate the electric �eld from the PO current
in the integration points of the wires, and then perform the outer integration.

2.4 Discretisation

So far we have discussed the di�erent methods on a fairly theoretical level,
and although the equations are described quite thoroughly they are still not in
implementable form. We have to make the transition from the continous weak
form in which they are now, to the discretised form which can be implemented
as a computer program.
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2.4.1 Triangulation

The �rst aspect of discretisation consists of trying to �nd a way to represent the
surfaces of the di�erent interfaces between mediums. We need to subdivide the
surfaces in such a way that we know the exact location of them, since we later
wish to calculate the currents on them.

Figure 2.5: A triangulation of a simple aircraft model.

As is shown in �gure 2.5 we use planar triangles to represent each surface,
this is a perfect representation of �at surfaces, but imposes discretisation errors
of order O(h2) on curved surfaces, where h is typically the length of the longest
side of any triangle in the problem.

2.4.2 Basis Functions

The choice of basis functions falls naturally on the so called Rao-Wilton-Glisson
(RWG) edge elements [26]. They have a number of positive aspects which we
will discuss later on.

On the triangles discussed above vector basis functions are de�ned according
to �gure 2.6. The basis functions are such that they have support across two
triangles T+ and T�. In the positive triangle, see �gure 2.6(a), the vector basis
function f is directed from the corner r+ to r. In the negative triangle it is
directed from r to r�, see �gure 2.6(b).

If A+ and A� are the areas of the positive and negative triangle, s+ = r� r+,
s� = r� � r and l is the length of the edge, then the basis function f(r) can be
de�ned as

f(r) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

l
2A+

s+; r in T+

l
2A
�

s�; r in T�

0 otherwise

(2.86)

Expressing the current in these basis functions ensures that this particular basis
function does not contribute to any build up of line charges on the outer bound-
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(a) Vector basis function when r

is in T+.
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r
-
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(b) Vector basis function when r

is in T
�

.

Figure 2.6: The two states of the vector basis function.

aries of the triangle pair. The scaling of the functions make them continuous
across the common edge of the triangle pair, which ensures that no line charges
build up there. Also if we take the divergence

r � J = �ik� (2.87)

where � is the charge density,and note that the divergence of the basis functions
are

r � f(r) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

l
A+

; r in T+

� l
A
�

; r in T�

0 otherwise

(2.88)

we see that the total surface charge on a triangle pair is zero, and that the surface
charge is described by what in essence are pulse doublet basis functions [25].

For wires the basis functions are vector functions of the position on a wire
with respect to nodes. Each function has support over two wire sections, and are
thus connected to three nodes, as is shown in �gure 2.7. The norm, or length,
of basis function fn varies like a piecewise linear function that is positioned over
node n and spans over section m and m+1. The basis-functions are de�ned by

fn =

�
(z � zn�1) ẑm=lm if on segment m
(zn+1 � z) ẑm+1=lm+1 if on segment m+ 1

; (2.89)

where lm is the length of wire section m.
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n-1 n n+1

n

z

f

Figure 2.7: The wire section vector basis function.

2.4.3 Numerical Integration

This section provides an introduction to numerical integration, and how to im-
plement it. There is a number of factors involved in this kind of operation. The
integrands are singular integrands and normally you want to control the numer-
ical error introduced by the integration. Presented here is a versatile method,
in which the error is easily reduced, see [9].

Simplex Coordinates

Simplex coordinates simplify the representation and calculation of both scalar
and vector integrals on triangular facets by performing the following variable
substitution for an arbitrary point P ,

�i =
Ai

A
: (2.90)

In equation (2.90) Ai is as de�ned in �gure 2.8 and

A = A1 +A2 +A3: (2.91)

Since A is the area of the triangular facet, the coordinates �i are coupled byP3
i=1 �i = 1. This means that they are linearly dependent and if two coordinates

are known, the third can easily be obtained, and each point is de�ned by two
arbitrary simplex coordinates. Geometrically the simplex coordinates represent
the relative height of triangle i, when measured from P to edge i, since Ai are
linearly dependent of that height.

The transformation allows us to perform the integrations on a representative
triangle, as shown in �gure 2.9. The global position of a point r given by
(�1; �2; �3) is given by

r = �1r1 + �2r2 + �3r3; (2.92)

where ri denotes the global vector from the origin to point i of the triangle
considered.
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Figure 2.8: Triangular facet exhibiting the partitioning that de�nes the simplex
coordinates.
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Figure 2.9: The representative triangle. Index i is considered to be wrapped,
i.e. index 1 is preceded by index 3.

Employing the simplex coordinates in an integration, be it scalar or vectorial,
is the same as making the following exchange

Z
4i

I (x) d�x = 2A

Z 1

0

Z 1��i

0

I (�i; �i�1) d�i�1d�i: (2.93)

This transition from an arbitrary triangle to the representative form, makes
numerical integration simple.

Integration Points

When calculating the numerical integrals we select a number of suitable points
in the triangle and calculate the integrand at their locations. Then we add the
results with some weighting. The following approximation is used,

Z 1

0

Z 1��i

0

I (�i; �i�1) d�id�i�1 �
NX
j=1

!jI ((�i)j ; (�i�1)j) ; (2.94)
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where N is the number of quadrature points and !j is the weight associated
with integration point j of the particular Gauss quadrature ([9]) used. Tables
2.2,2.3 and 2.4 display three common integration point schemes.

j !j (�i)j (�i�1)j
1 0.5000000000 0.3333333333 0.3333333333

Table 2.2: The weights and local coordinates for one point Gauss coordinate.

j !j (�i)j (�i�1)j
1 0.1666666666 0.6666666666 0.1666666666
2 0.1666666666 0.1666666666 0.6666666666
3 0.1666666666 0.1666666666 0.1666666666

Table 2.3: The weights and local coordinates for three point Gauss coordinate.

j !j (�i)j (�i�1)j
1 0.1125 0.333333333333333 0.333333333333333
2 0.062969590272413 0.797426985353087 0.101286507323456
3 0.062969590272413 0.101286507323456 0.797426985353087
4 0.062969590272413 0.101286507323456 0.101286507323456
5 0.066197076394253 0.470142064105115 0.470142064105115
6 0.066197076394253 0.470142064105115 0.059715871789770
7 0.066197076394253 0.059715871789770 0.470142064105115

Table 2.4: The weights and local coordinates for seven point Gauss coordinate.

2.4.4 Discrete Equations

If a set of vector basis functions fn as described above spans all interfaces and
wires of the object, then the basis functions can be linearly combined in the
following manner,

J(r) '
NX
i=1

Jifi(mathbfr); (2.95)

where N is the number of edges or wire sections with basis functions attached
to the object.
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Substituting (2.95) into (2.68) and (2.69) and using as test space the basis
functions

fi; i 2 [1; N ] (2.96)

we arrive at the following equations

�
Z
�l

Einc(x) � fMM
l (x)d�(x) =

ikZ

NMMX
k=1

�
JMM
k

�
n+1

Z
�l

T fMM
k (y) � fMM

l (x)d�(x)+

ikZ

NPOX
k=1

�
JPOk

�
n

Z
�l

T fPOk (y) � fMM
l (x)d�(x); (2.97)

and

1

2

NPOX
k=1

�
JPOk

�
n+1

Z
�l

fPOk (x) � fPOl (x)d� (x) =

Z
�l

(n̂�Hinc) � fPOl (x)d� (x)+

NMMX
k=1

�
JMM
k

�
n+1

Z
�l

n̂�
�Z

�k

fPOl (x) � �ryG (x;y) � fMM
k (y)

�
d� (y)

�
d� (x)

(2.98)

whereNMM andNPO represent the number of edges in theMM and PO regions
respectively, and

NX
k=1

Jk

Z
�X

T fk(y) � fl(x)d�(x)

=
1

k2

NX
k=1

Jk

Z
�k

Z
�l

G (x;y)ry � fk (y)rx � fl(x)d� (y) d� (x) +

NX
k=1

Jk

Z
�k

Z
�l

G (x;y) fk (y) � fl(x)d� (y) d� (x) : (2.99)

These equations are valid for each l in the domains for which they are de�ned.
In other words, in equation (2.97) and (2.99) l 2 �

1; NMM
�
and for (2.98)

l 2 �1; NPO
�
.

These systems of linear equations can also be expressed as (note that the
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subscript to J denotes iteration number and not an element)

AJMM
n+1 = b+BJPOn (2.100)

CJPOn+1 = d+DJMM
n+1 ; (2.101)

where the matrices are de�ned by

Alm = ikZ

Z
�m

T fMM
l (y) � fMM

m (x)d�(x) (2.102)

Blm = �ikZ
Z
�l

T fPOm (y) � fMM
l (x)d�(x) (2.103)

Clm =
1

2

Z
�m

fPOl (x) � fPOm (x)d� (x) (2.104)

Dlm =

Z
�l

n̂ �
�Z

�m

fPOl (x) � �ryG (x;y) � fMM
m (y)

�
d� (y)

�
d� (x) (2.105)

and the vector quantities are (subscript l denotes a speci�c element)

bl = �
Z
�l

Einc(x) � fMM
l (x)d�(x) (2.106)

dl =

Z
�l

(n̂�Hinc) � fPOl (x)d� (x) : (2.107)

The number of rows in A, B and b are NMM , and the number of rows in C,
D and d are NPO. The number of columns in A and D are NMM , and the
number of columns in C and B are NPO .

Adding the necessary terms to include dielectrics to (2.100) and (2.101), and
a new equation which comes from a boundary condition on the magnetic �eld
(2.72), leads to these matrix equations,

AJMM
n+1 +EMMM

n+1 = b+BJPOn (2.108)

FMMM
n+1 +GJMM

n+1 = c+UJPOn (2.109)

CJPOn+1 = d+DJMM
n+1 +VMMM

n+1 ; (2.110)

where the additional matrices are

Elm =

Z
�l

Z
�m

rxG (x;y) � �fMM
l (x)� fMM

m (y)
�
d� (y) d� (x) (2.111)

Vlm = 2ikZ�1
Z
�l

Z
�m

�
n̂� T fMM

m

� � fPOl d� (y) d� (x) (2.112)

F is a variant of A and G is a variant of E, which is also true for U. The only
additional vector quantity is

cl = �
Z
�l

Hinc(x) � fMM
l (x)d�(x) (2.113)
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The number of rows in E, F, G, U and c are NMM , and the number of rows
in V are NPO. The number of columns in E, F, G and V are NMM , and the
number of columns in U are NPO .

Adding the terms that include wires and wire-body junctions (see [14])to
(2.108) and (2.109), and a new equation which comes from the PEC condition
on the wires (2.72), leads to these matrix equations,

AJMM
n+1 +EMMM

n+1 +W1Iw
MM
n+1 = b+BJPOn (2.114)

FMMM
n+1 +GJMM

n+1 +W2Iw
MM
n+1 = c+UJPOn (2.115)

AwJ
MM
n+1 +EwM

MM
n+1 +W3Iw

MM
n+1 = bw +BwJ

PO
n (2.116)

CJPOn+1 = d+DJMM
n+1 +VMMM

n+1 +W4Iw
MM
n+1 ; (2.117)

where the additional matrices are

(W3)lm = k2
Z
Zl

Z
Zm

~G (jx� yj) I (y) I (x) d�Zd�Z+ (2.118)

Z
Zl

Z
Zm

~G (jx� yj) @I

@zy
(y)

@I

@zx
(x) d�Zd�Z ; (2.119)

(I (x) and I (y) are in their discrete form) and Aw, Ew, W2 and W1 are not
presented here, see [14]. Bw and W4 are never actually calculated, but rather
the e�ect of them are calculated by �rst calculating the electromagnetic �elds
and then the e�ect of them on equations (2.116) and (2.117). The only additional
vector quantity is

(bw)l = �
Z lm

z=0

Einc(z) � fl(z)dz (2.120)

The number of rows in W1 and W2 are NMM , the number of rows in W4

are NPO and the number of rows in W3, Aw, Bw and Ew are NW , which is
the number of wire segments. The number of columns in Aw and Ew are NMM ,
the number of columns in Bw are NPO and the number of columns inW1,W2,
W3 and W4 are NW .

Now introduce IMM such that

IMM =

2
4 JMM

MMM

Iw

3
5 : (2.121)

and let IPO = JPO .
Employing the same enumeration strategy in identifying the right-hand sides,

we arrive at the following array of unknowns,

bMM =

2
4 b

c

bw

3
5 : (2.122)
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We also rename the right-hand side of (2.117) bPO = d for consistency reasons.
The result of this is0

@ A E W1

F G W2

Aw Ew W3

1
A IMM +

0
@ B

U

Bw

1
A IPO = bMM (2.123)

�
D V W4

�
IMM +CIPO = bPO : (2.124)

2.5 Iteration Processes

The methods described in the sections above yield a system of linear equations,
which is solved using iterative methods. One that solves the entire block struc-
ture called the outer iteration, and at least one to solve the diagonal blocks of
the block matrix, which is called the inner iteration.

2.5.1 Outer Iteration

MM

PO

PM
(PO->MM)

MP

(MM
->

PO)

Figure 2.10: The block matrix of the MM/PO hybrid

The matrix that comes from the MM/PO-hybrid developed here, has the general
appearance of �gure 2.10 where,

(MM) =

0
@ A E W1

F G W2

Aw Ew W3

1
A (2.125)

(PM) =

0
@ B

U

Bw

1
A (2.126)

(MP) =
�
D V W4

�
(2.127)

(PO) = C: (2.128)

The dimensions of the sub-matrices are the same as those in section 2.4.4. This
can be solved by either a direct method or a suitable iterative scheme. To save
time and space, however, we intend to solve it using a block iterative scheme.
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Adopting the terminology of (2.125) through (2.128) the block system of linear
equations can be written as

MM � IMM = bMM �PM � IPO (2.129)

PO � IPO = bPO �MP � IMM (2.130)

There are a number of possible methods of iterating towards the true solution
on a block level. In the previous sections of this chapter we have used a speci�c
solution method, the block Gauss-Seidel method, see [8],

MM � In+1MM = bMM �PM � InPO (2.131)

PO � In+1PO = bPO �MP � In+1MM (2.132)

which was chosen primarily for ease of implementation. Compared to the, gen-
erally, numerically less favourable Jacobi method

MM � In+1MM = bMM �PM � InPO (2.133)

PO � In+1PO = bPO �MP � InMM ; (2.134)

using the Gauss-Seidel actually requires less storage, since we never need to store
both InMM and In+1MM . This gain in storage is quite insigni�cant, but Gauss-Seidel
generates easier and more elegant code for the same reason.

A more complex algorithm, which usually has better convergence properties
than the Gauss-Seidel algorithm, is the succesive over-relaxation method (SOR).
In SOR you solve for a correction term rather than for the current. The SOR
for two blocks is

MM � (InMM + !�InMM ) = bMM �PM � InPO (2.135)

PO � (InPO + !�InPO) = bPO �MP � In+1MM ; (2.136)

where the �I terms represent the correction. From this you get the currents in
the next iteration step as,

In+1MM = InMM + !�InMM In+1PO = InPO + !�InPO;

where ! is the so called relaxation parameter and is normally chosen to be a
scalar in the interval 0 < ! < 2. The system of linear equations represented by
(2.135) and (2.136) can be written as

MM � (�InMM ) = rnMM (2.137)

PO � (�InPO) = rnPO � �MP � �InMM ; (2.138)

where � = !. This is solved, on a block-level, by a simple forward substitution,
where

rnMM = bMM �PM � InPO �MM � InMM (2.139)

rnPO = bPO �MP � InMM �PO � InPO: (2.140)
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These block solver strategies can also be used in the MM region internally, as
the MM matrix consists of 9 blocks.

In section 4.1 we investigate which of the three methods (GS, Jacobi, SOR)
produces the fastest convergence for the hybrid MM/PO-method.

2.5.2 Matrix Solution

The previous section dealt with the solution of the matrix on the block level. In
this section we take a brief look at the solution of the systems of linear equations
de�ned by the diagonal blocks MM and PO.

The two matrices MM and PO are very di�erent and should therefore be
solved using di�erent methods, if we want to take advantage of the structure of
the matrices. MM is a reasonably small dense matrix and PO is a very large
sparse banded well-conditioned matrix. We can also expect a number of outer
iterations if their coupling to each-other is on a reasonable level. These facts
make a direct factorisation the logical choice for the MM matrix. Since it is
already dense, the �ll-in is nonexistent, and since it is to be solved a number of
times, the initial factorisation cost can be distributed over all iterations. This
makes the cost per iteration quite low. Note, however, that any method can
be used. A direct method would be an extremely poor choice for solving the
PO matrix. The �ll-in would raise the memory demands from O(NPO) to
O(kNPO), where k is a number between 5 and NPO. If NPO, the number of
rows and columns in the matrix, is a �ve- or six-digit number a factorisation
would, in the worst case scenario, increase the memory required to store the
matrix from the megabyte level to giga- to terabyte levels. The matrix being
fairly well-conditioned also gives us hope that a suitable iterative solver will
converge in very few iterations indeed.

The speci�c choices of solvers we have made consist of, for the serial code
(the parallel code is discussed later) LaPack [1] direct solvers, and a custom
made Quasi-Minimal Residual (QMR) solver for sparse matrices, see [15] and
[7].

It is important to point out that in each iteration we use the solution from
the previous iteration as a starting guess. This has the e�ect that with each
outer iteration the number of QMR iterations decrease.

2.6 Parallelisation

Even though the hybridisation lowers the CPU-time and memory demands sig-
ni�cantly, when compared to a pure MM-solver, it is still important to maximise
the performance and to be able to solve as large problems as is possible. One
processor computers are generally too small to contain the problems which we
wish to solve. The code has therefore been parallelised by dividing the matrices
into blocks. This procedure is explained more thoroughly in [5].
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2.6.1 Block Matrices

In order to parallelise the solution of the large dense matrices in MM prob-
lems, we need to divide the matrices between processors in such a way that
two important conditions are ful�lled. These are that the processors should
store approximately the same amount of data, and that the CPU-load should
be equally distributed among the processors. We have chosen a �2-level� block
storage scheme, where the matrix is divided into a number of blocks according to
�gure 2.11. Note that this is possible since all matrices we deal with are complex
symmetric. These blocks are stored in the sequence their numbering suggests.
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B(1)

B(3)

B(4)

B(5) B(6)

B(7) B(8) B(9)

  B(2)

Figure 2.11: The block storage scheme of the global matrix.

The diagonal blocks are stored �rst, then the others are stored row-wise.
Each of the blocks described above is then partitioned among the processors

according to

B(x) =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBB@

B(x)1;1 � � � B(x)1;q
...

...
B(x)p;1 � � � B(x)p;q
B(x)p+1;1 � � � B(x)p+1;q

...
...

B(x)2p;1 � � � B(x)2p;q
...

...
B(x)qp;1 � � � B(x)qp;q

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

; (2.141)

if there are pq processors in a grid with p rows and q columns. This means that
B(x)kp+i;j is stored in the (i; j):th processor for k = 0 : : : q � 1, i = 1 : : : p and
j = 1 : : : q. This partitioning is chosen so that matrix vector multiplications
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will be as e�cient as possible, ie the result of such a operation should be stored
identically to the operands. At this level there are two cases that cannot be
handled in the same way, since that would in�ict higher memory demands than
necessary on one of them. The �rst case is the dense MM matrices. They
are best stored consecutively in memory, that is a particular element is always
located in the same position in memory in relation to the �rst element. The
columns are stored one after another. The second case we need to address is the
very large sparse PO matrices. Storing the entire matrices would be unnecessary
since only a maximum of �ve elements per column are non-zero. Therefore, we
store the entire matrix in three vectors. One which contains the element values,
one which contains the row numbers of each element in the matrix and one which
stores the starting index of each column in the two �rst vectors. The columns
are stored in order.

This particular partitioning ensures both an equal amount of storage needed
in each processor, and an approximately equal CPU-load at all times, since all
processors store matrix elements of all parts of the matrix. That is, if there is a
su�cient number of block rows and columns in the global matrix.

The global vectors are also stored in a block fashion, albeit a simpler one
where they are divided into as many outer blocks as there are block rows in the
matrices to which they are associated. The vector blocks b(x) are then simply
divided into pq parts

b(x) =

0
BBBBBB@

b(x)1;1
...

b(x)1;q
...

b(x)p;q

1
CCCCCCA
: (2.142)

This block partitioning method is a convenient way to ensure loadbalancing.
It does, however, in�ict some overhead in both memory and CPU-time. This is
because the blocksize in most cases is not a factor of the total size. Therefore
we have to do some padding, i.e. insert some dummy rows and columns in all
matrices to make the blocks �t properly.

To further increase the size of the matrices we can handle, the dense matrices
can optionally be stored out-of-core [5]. This means that only one block at a
time is stored in memory. The rest of them are stored on disc.

2.6.2 Memory Demands

Parallelising frequency domain methods is both a way to solve problems faster
and to actually be able to solve large problems. For the MMwe run into problems
with �tting the problem size into the memory of computers rather than providing
the CPU time to solve them. Although in the end the CPU time will be limiting
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if we consider that the number of operations depend on the number of unknowns
as O((NMM )3), while the memory demands are of the order (NMM )2.

The memory requirements in the parallelised version of the MM/PO hybrid
is

MMMPO ' 16
nb(nb + 1)

2
N2
b + 80nrN + 16(5 + 3nr)N

PO + 132PN; (2.143)

where nb is the number of block divisions in the rows and columns in the MM
part of the matrix, Nb is the number of element rows and columns in each block,
nr is the number of right hand sides, N = NMM + NPO is the number of
unknowns in total, NPO is the number of PO unknowns and P is the number
of processors. The memory demands of the pure MM parallel code is the same
but with NPO = 0, and for the pure PO solver it is the same but with nb = 0.

2.6.3 Methods of Solution

Given that the matrices are of such varied natures as they are, it is no surprise
that di�erent solution methods need to be devised to exploit the bene�ts avail-
able to the fullest. The MM-matrices are dense, large and fairly ill-conditioned.
This and the fact that the same matrix needs to be solved for each iteration,
makes a block LDLT a suitable choice since the factorisation need only be com-
puted once, and the back-substitution is very in-expensive in comparison [5].
Since the matrices are already full, we need not worry about �ll-in. That how-
ever, is a major issue when we wish to solve the PO matrices. They are very
sparse, at a maximum of 5 non-zero elements per column, and can have quite
wide band-widths. They are positive de�nite and are as such well-suited for iter-
ative methods. We have used a sparse parallel QMR-solver, developed from the
one described in [15]. The discussion in section 2.5.2 is pertinent to the parallel
case as well.
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Chapter 3

Analysis

The idea of PO-approximation is to disregard all interactions between the cur-
rents in the PO-domain. For an in�nite plane we have seen in section 2.3.5
that the term of the MFIE which includes these interactions is zero. In real
applications we need to assign curved surfaces to the PO-domain, and in this
chapter we devote a section to analysing how the interaction term of the MFIE
approaches zero when the curvature increases. We also study the convergence
of Block Successive Over Relaxation (Block-SOR) for the block matrix problem
of (2.123) and (2.124), and in particular for the Gauss-Seidel (GS) method.

3.1 Estimation of Neglected Integral in PO

To estimate how the negelcted term approaches zero as the curvature approaches
zero, we study the integral when the observation point is on the top (� = 0)
of a sphere and the source point is arbitrarily positioned on the same sphere.
Letting the radius approach in�nity reduces the curvature per unit of length on
the sphere. This serves as an indication that the accuracy of the approximation
improves as the curvature decreases.

The integral term I that is neglected in the MFIE to form the PO approxi-
mation is, see 2.3.5

I = n0 �
Z
�

rxG� JdS(y); (3.1)

whereG(x;y) = eikr

r , r =
p
(x1 � y1)2 + (x2 � y2)2 + (x3 � y3)2,rxG = eikr

r (ik�
1
r )r̂, r̂ = r

r , r = jrj and J = J0̂j. See �gure 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) for de�nitions.
This yields,

I =

Z
�

eikr

r
(ik � 1

r
)n0 �

�
r̂� ĵ

�
J0dS(y): (3.2)

39
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Figure 3.1: Geometrical setup of analysis.

On the surface � located as described on the sphere

n0 �
�
r̂� ĵ

�
=

r̂
�
n0 � ĵ

�
� ĵ (n0 � r̂) = r̂

�
(n+ (n0 � n)) � ĵ

�
� ĵ (n0 � (R0 �R))

1

r
=

r̂
�
(n0 � n) � ĵ

�
� ĵ (n0 � (n0 � n)) R

r
: (3.3)

From �gure 3.1(b) we get that r = 2R sin �
2 ,

n0 � n =
R0 �R

R
=
r

R
= 2 sin

�

2
r̂ (3.4)

and

n0 � (n0 � n) = n0 � n0 � n0 � n = 1� cos � = 2 sin2
�

2
: (3.5)

The distance � from the z-axis to the surface is � = r sin ���
2 = r cos �2 = R sin �

which makes the surface element

dS(y) = Rd��d' = R2 sin �d�d'; (3.6)
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which makes the integral

I =

Z
�

J0
eikr

r

�
ik � 1

r

��
r̂
�
r̂ � ĵ
�
2 sin

�

2
� ĵ sin �

2

�
R2 sin �d�d' =

�
Z
�

J0
eikr

r

�
ik � 1

r

�
ê sin

�

2
sin �R2d�d'; (3.7)

where ê = ĵ�2
�
r̂ � ĵ
�
r̂, which is the image of ĵ in the plane with r̂ as normal, see

�gure 3.2. The squared length of ê is kêk2 = ĵ � ĵ+4r̂ � r̂
�
r̂ � ĵ
�2
� 4

�
r̂ � ĵ

�2
= 1.

Since dr = R cos �2d� we write

r

j

e

Figure 3.2: The mirroring of the the current unit vector.

sin
�

2
sin �R2d� = 4 sin2

�

2
R2R cos

�

2
d�

1

2R
=

r2

2R
dr; (3.8)

which enables us to write

I = � 1

2R

Z
�

J0e
ikr

�
ik � 1

r

�
êrdrd': (3.9)

Now to be able to estimate a bound for the neglected term we must make a few
assumptions. We assume that

jJ0 (y)j � Jmax in 
 � �; (3.10)

J0 (y) = 0 in � n
; (3.11)

and that 
 is bounded independently of R. This essentially means that even
though the surface of the sphere approaches in�nity, only a portion of it is
illuminated. This assumption is valid since in�nite incident �elds would contain
in�nte energy, which is not realistic. Then for every x 2 �

kI (x) k � 1

2R

Z
�

jJ0j
r
k2 +

1

r2
rdrd� � Jmax

2R

Z



p
r2k2 + 1drd� � C
Jmax

2R
:

(3.12)
here, C
 is a constant independent of R, that depends only on 
. Hence, if
R!1 the neglected part of the MFIE-integral vanishes.
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3.2 Convergence of Block-SOR methods

In principle we wish to solve a system that looks like

AjM = a+BjP (3.13)

CjP = b+DjM ; (3.14)

compare with (2.123) through (2.124), where A,B,C and D are matrices, while
jM and jP are vectors containing the current coe�cients of the MM and PO
regions respectively. The vectors a and b are the excitations that are imposed
on the system from the incident �elds. An iterative update scheme would in this
case look like

jn+1M = jnM + !�jnM (3.15)

jn+1P = jnP + !�jnP ; (3.16)

where �jnM and �jnP , see (2.137) and (2.138), are calculated as

A�jnM = a�AjnM +BjnP (3.17)

C�jnP = b�CjnP +D (jnM + ��jnM ) : (3.18)

The parameter � is either chosen as ! or 1, with slightly di�erent capabilities.
Now set up the entire system for iteration level n+ 1,�

A 0

��D C

��
jn+1M

jn+1P

�
=

�
(1� !)A !B
(! � �)D (1� !)C

��
jnM
jnP

�
+ !

�
a

b

�
;

(3.19)
which makes the update-matrix F for the problem

F =

�
A�1 0

�C�1DA�1 C�1

��
(1� !)A !B
(! � �)D (1� !)C

�
=

�
(1� !)I !A�1B

!(1� �)C�1D (1� !)I+ !�C�1DA�1B

�
: (3.20)

According to Theorem 10.1.1 of [8] we need to make sure that the spectral radius
�(F) < 1 to be sure of convergence regardless of the starting vector. To show
convergence this for the general SOR case where � = ! is probably possible
but rather complicated, but if � = 1 the eigenvalues of F are 1 � ! and the
eigenvalues of F1 = (1� !) I+ !C�1DA�1B. Suppose that the eigenvalues of
C�1DA�1B are �j . Then for an eigenvalue of F1 we have

�j(F1) = 1� ! + !�j : (3.21)

It follows that if ! 2 (0; 2) and maxj j1� ! + !�j j < 1 the iterations converge.
In particular, if j�j j < 1 for all j, then

j1� ! + !�j j � j1� !j+ !j�j j: (3.22)

The right hand side is minimized by ! = 1 with a miniumum j�j j < 1 for all j.
This is the Gauss-Seidel method.
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3.2.1 Gauss-Seidel

The Gauss-Seidel method is a special case of the SOR method where � = ! = 1,
which yields the following system of equations

Ajn+1M = a+BjnP (3.23)

Cjn+1P = b+Djn+1M : (3.24)

For the PO currents we can substitute the MM currents and get

jn+1P = C�1
�
b+DA�1a+DA�1BjnP

�
= C�1DA�1BjnP + b0: (3.25)

The system (3.23) and (3.24) produces an update matrix F with the following
structure (cf. (3.20))

F =

�
0 A�1B

0 C�1DA�1B

�
: (3.26)

This allows us to study only the update matrix of the PO-currents

FP = C�1DA�1B; (3.27)

since it has the same spectral radius as F, which we require to be strictly less
than 1.

The solution to (3.25) is

j0P = lim
n!1

jnP =
�
I�C�1DA�1B��1 b0; (3.28)

Assume that

kC�1DA�1Bk � � < 1: (3.29)

Then the GS iterations in (3.25) converge. Since

�
I�C�1DA�1B

��1
=

1X
k=0

�
C�1DA�1B

�k
; (3.30)

we have

k �I�C�1DA�1B
��1 k �

1X
k=0

k �C�1DA�1B� kk � 1

1� �
; (3.31)

which guarantees that the inverse exists if � < 1.
Now we wish to examine how the di�erence between an MFIE solution and

the PO solution in the PO domain. The MFIE produces the following equation

C~jP = b+D~jM +Q~jP ; (3.32)
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where we in the sequel assume Q~jP to be small. The di�erence between ~jP and
j0P solving (3.14) is

j0P �~jP =
h�
I�C�1Q�C�1DA�1B��1 � �I�C�1DA�1B

��1i
b0 =��

(I�FP )
�
I� (I�FP )�1C�1Q

���1
� (I�FP )�1

�
b0 =

��
I� (I�FP )�1C�1Q

��1
� I
�
(I�FP )�1 b0: (3.33)

Now we introduce

� = k (I�FP )�1C�1Qk � k (I�FP )�1 kkC�1Qk � kC�1Qk
1� �

; (3.34)

which means that if kC�1Qk < 1� � then � < 1. Now if we write

R =
�
I� (I�FP )�1C�1Q

��1
=

1X
k=0

h
(I�FP )�1C�1Q

ik
; (3.35)

we get that

kR � Ik �
1X
k=1

k (I�FP )�1C�1Qkk � �

1� �
=

kC�1Qk
1� �� kC�1Qk : (3.36)

Now we use this to estimate

kj0P � ~jP k � kR � Ikkj0P k � �

1� �
kj0P k; (3.37)

which gives us that
kj0P �~jP k
kj0P k

� kC�1Qk
1� �� kC�1Qk : (3.38)

This shows that a solution to (3.13) and (3.14) exists and that G-S converges
if kC�1DA�1Bk < 1, e.g if kDk or kBk (or both) is su�ciently small. The
di�erence between the solution and that of the full MFIE (3.32) is small if � < 1
and C�1Q is su�ciently small so that kC�1Qk < 1��. kDk and kBk decrease
in size as the distance between the MM and PO regions increases. The size of
the neglected integral Q is estimated for a sphere with growing radius in the
analytical case in section 3.1.



Chapter 4

Principal Cases

This chapter is mainly devoted to the study of certain principal cases that shed
some light upon the properties of the hybrid solver. The �rst section investigates
the iterative procedure that solve the block-matrix system. A number of related
methods have been tested. The following part is concerned with the impact of
physical edges on the PO or MM-PO solution, then we take a look at how the
curvature of a problem and the presence of physical wedges a�ect the solution.
The next section investigates how the attachment of thin wires in the MM-
domain in�uences the validity of the hybrid solution. The �nal experiment is a
performance test of the parallelised version of the hybrid code, where the test
geometry is a simpli�ed aeroplane, RUND. In all cases we employ a shadowing
scheme that ensures that every MM patch sees all other patches at all times
and are illuminated by all incident waves, while the PO patches only see MM
patches facing them and are illuminated by all incident waves which they are
facing. In the code it is possible to use a more complex shadowing system, in
which ray-tracing is used to determine which triangles see each other. For our
purposes however, the simpler shadowing scheme is su�cient.

4.1 Iterative Methods

One of the key elements of the hybrid Method of Moments and Physical Optics
solver described here is the iterative process which is used to solve the block
matrix system of equation (2.123) and (2.124). In section 3.2 an analysis of
the convergence and performance properties of di�erent iterative schemes is pre-
sented. In this section we investigate this further through a series of tests.

The tests are based on a simple geometry, which is chosen to produce signif-
icant interactions between the MM and PO domains. In �gure 4.1 the objects
are shown. It is a PEC spherical surface with radius 1.0 m, with the centre
located 1.3 m over the centre of a circular PEC plate with 2.0 m radius, with

45
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Method 1035 PO 3078 PO 11404 PO 31241 PO

Jacobi 10 10 10 11
SOR�=1(0.5) 17 17 17 17
SOR�=1(0.75) 10
SOR�=1(0.875) 8

G-S 6 6 6 7
SOR�=1(1.125) 9
SOR�=1(1.25) 12
SOR�=1(1.5) 26 29 24 28

Table 4.1: Number of iterations for the di�erent methods and problems.

the normal in the z-direction. The sphere is resolved with MM triangles and the
plate is discretised using PO triangles.

The wavelength used for the incident �eld was 1.0 m, and the polarisation
was directed in the � direction, while the �eld impinged on the object at � = 45o

� = 0o. Here � and � is de�ned in the customary manner of spherical coordinates.

The iterative methods tested are Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and a number of
SOR�(!) methods in (2.137), (2.138) and (3.17), (3.18) . These were SOR�(0.5)
and SOR�(1.5) for all problems. For the smallest problem we tested SOR�(0.75),
SOR�(0.875), SOR�(1.125) and SOR�(1.25) in addition to those mentioned
above. For all SOR methods � = 1, and the work needed in each iteration
is the same.

A number of discretisations have been tested. The MM part is always discre-
tised with 1080 unknowns, but the PO part is discretised into 1035, 3078, 11404
and 31241 unknowns. Table 4.1 shows the results for the di�erent methods on
the di�erent problems.

We see from table 4.1 that the number of iterations varies only slightly when
you change the problem size. Only SOR�(1.5) varies more than 1 iteration,
which might be expected since it seems to have considerably worse convergence
charactiristics than the others. We can also gather that the best method of
those tested is the Gauss-Seidel method, in all cases. To be certain that the GS
is the best method, the additional tests on the smallest geometry was performed.
Figure 4.2 shows a number of polynomial interpolations between the testdata of
the 1035 PO column.

In section 3.2.1, the analysis showed that of all SOR methods with � = 1, GS
would converge fastest, and �gure 4.2 con�rms this. The minimum of the curves
of degree less than 6 lies at approximately 0.97 and not at exactly 1.0. This can,
however, be explained by the fact that the measurements are integer valued while
the curves are continuous. In section 3.2.1, the analysis gave su�cient conditions
under which the iteration procedure would converge, but the iterative process
seems to converge even if they are not satis�ed. All problems solved with the
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Figure 4.1: The Geometry used in iteration scheme tests.
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Figure 4.2: Iteration interpolation for 1035 PO unknowns.

hybrid as yet has converged.

4.2 Cylindrical Curvature

As the Physical Optics method is �rst and foremost a method for computing
the currents generated by incident magnetic �elds on in�nte �at surfaces, the
accuracy on curved surfaces and in the presence of edges or wedges is uncertain.
The analysis in section 3.1 on a sphere with growing radius the MFIE solution
approaches that of PO. We wish to examine this by tests performed on a cylinder,
which has both curvature and curved wedges (the boundary between end-cap and
the cylindrical surface).

The cylinder is 1m long and centered around the z-axis. Its radius is 0:1m
and the end-caps are �at circular surfaces. The division between MM and PO
domains is such that, if both exist, the end-caps and two ribbons of width
d = 0:05m or d = 0:1m on the cylindrical surface closest to the end-caps are
MM and the rest of the cylindrical surface is PO. The boundary between the
domains consist of triangles on which both methods apply. In addition to the
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hybrid tests both pure PO and pure MM have been tested. A simpli�ed cylinder
considerably less well resolved is shown in �gure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: A simpli�ed version of the geometry used in the cylinder tests.

The wavelengths � studied are 0.05 m, 0.2 m and 0.5 m, and the �eld origi-
nates in the � = 45o or � = 90o and � = 0o direction. Both � and � polarisations
have been tested. Here � and � are de�ned in the customary manner of spherical
coordinates.

The discretisation for the hybrid cases consisted of a total of 42048 unknowns,
and in the case of 0.05 m ribbons there were 34160 PO unknowns and 8368 MM
unknowns. The 0.1 m ribbon case had 30320 PO unknowns and 12208 MM
unknowns. The pure MM case was divided into 23706 unknowns, while the pure
PO case consisted of 42048 unknowns. Table 4.2 shows the accuracy results for
all tests in the form of relative errors of each PO and MM/PO method when
compared to the MM solution. The comparison is made on the bistatic �eld
from � = 0o through � = 180o when � = 90o in dB values. All comparisons are
made in the L2-norm

k�vk =
vuutn=180X

i=0

viv�i : (4.1)

The results are scaled with the MM solution.
Table 4.2 shows some trends, for example that a shorter wave length gives

better results. The exception to this rule is the case with 0.1 m ribbons in �
polarisation, and the aberrant number is the one with 0.5 m wavelength. One
plausible explanation is that it is just a coincidence that this solution is so close
to the true MM solution. To �nd out more about this, additional tests have to
be performed.

Another trend is that PO gives the worst results, 0.05 m MM ribbon gives
better and that 0.10 m ribbon gives the best results. There is an exception to this
case as well. For 0.05 m wave length �-polarised excitation, the error actually
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�/pol. PO MM(0.05)/PO MM(0.10)/PO

0.5m/� 0.4751 0.2315 0.1304
0.2m/� 0.3224 0.1519 0.1154
0.05m/� 0.1781 0.1189 0.0643
0.5m/� 0.2938 0.2109 0.0854
0.2m/� 0.2013 0.1596 0.1344
0.05m/� 0.2028 0.1148 0.1188

Table 4.2: The relative errors of the bistatic �eld compared to the MM solution
in dB. � = 45o

�/pol. PO MM(0.05)/PO MM(0.10)/PO

0.5m/� 0.5522 0.6035 0.5060
0.2m/� 0.3233 0.3257 0.2418
0.05m/� 0.1908 0.1660 0.1451
0.5m/� 1.1731 1.6616 1.4392
0.2m/� 0.3048 0.2740 0.2451
0.05m/� 0.2278 0.1914 0.1711

Table 4.3: The relative errors of the bistatic �eld compared to the MM solution
in dB. � = 90o

increases somewhat when comparing the broader with the thinner ribbon case.
This increase is only about 0.4 percent of the solution, and indicates that for the
0.05 m wave length �-polarisation case a ribbon of one wavelength is su�cient
to reach optimum accuracy.

Figure 4.17 and 4.18 show the results for � and � excitation respectively.
We see that the MM/PO hybrid yields better resulsts than pure PO. This is
especially eveident in �gure 4.18. Figure 4.19 and 4.20 show the results for �
and � excitation respectively with � = 90o angle of incidence. These results are
not as convincing as the previous ones, which veri�es the theory that MM/PO
presents a valid and accurate method for well chosen problems.

In table 4.3 the same data as in table 4.2 is presented, but with an incident
�eld from � = 90o.

One trend to be observed in table 4.3 is that for both polarisations using
MM with the thinner ribbon in�icts a larger error than not using MM at all,
in all cases but one. This is probably due to the right angle of incidence to
the rotational axis, which lowers the degree of in�uence of the endcaps on the
solution. Another visible trend is that errors decrease with increasing frequency,
as can be expected by a PO based method.The reason that 0.5m/� result seem
so poor, is that the absolut values of that result is small.

The reason we make our observations and comparisons in dB instead of
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in absolute values is twofold. The �rst part is that in absolute numbers an
inordinate amount of emphasis is placed on the errors in directions with high
scattered radiation. Whereas in dB the importance of the errors in all direction
play a more equal part in the comparisons. The second part of the reasons is
simply that it is the standard procedure in industry to compare the scattered
�elds in dB.

4.3 Monopole on Plate

This section deals with a principal case which consists of a circular plate with a
2 m radius. In the middle of the plate there is a 0.25 m monopole, as is shown
in �g 4.4. We use this setting to perform several tests designed to illustrate
and answer some of the problems inherent in using an MM-PO hybrid. This
section also illustrates the fact that using thin wires in the MM region presents
no problem to the hybrid, see 2.3.8.

r=2m

r

h

h=0.25m

Figure 4.4: In�nitesimally thin circular plate with thin-wire monopole.

4.3.1 Physical Edges

As the plate upon which the monopole is placed is in�nitesimally thin, there are
physical edges at the circular rim of the plate. In the MM method such an edge
is well-de�ned, but not in the PO method. This inspires us to examine the e�ect
of having MM or PO domains at the very edge. The incident �eld propagates
from the direction � = 45o � = 0o. For two di�erent wavelengths (0.5 m and 1.0
m) and two di�erent polarisations (� and �) we compare the true MM solution
to one with 0.5 m radius MM around the Monopole and PO in the rest of the
geometry (see �g 4.5) and one with an additional 0.25 m MM ribbon at the rim
(see �g 4.6).
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Figure 4.5: In�nitesimally thin circular plate with thin-wire monopole with
MM/PO domains. PO on the outer rim.
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Figure 4.6: In�nitesimally thin circular plate with thin-wire monopole with
MM/PO domains. MM on the outer rim.

The results from these experiments are listed in table 4.4, where the compar-
isons have been made in dB. Visible trends are that decreasing the wavelength
also decreases the error. This is expected due to the nature of the PO approx-
imation. We can also observe that for theta polarisation, introducing an MM
ribbon on the edge of the circular plate degrades the accuracy rather than im-
proving it as could be expected. However, inspecting �gure 4.8 reveals that for
1:0m wavelength the overall look of the bistatic �eld degrades signi�cantly, while
for 0:5m wavelength the improvement by adding an MM ribbon is evident. In
other words, a ribbon of 0:25 wavelength width is probably not enough to cap-
ture the edge e�ects within the MM ribbon for �elds which are polarised in the
� direction. For � polarisation the results are as expected, while we can still
see the e�ect in �gure 4.9 that for the longer wavelength adding a ribbon does
not improve the look of the bistatic �eld as much as for the shorter one. This
di�erence between � and � polarised incident �elds is probably due to the fact
that the � polarised �eld lies in the plane of the circular plate.

4.3.2 MM-PO edges

This section describes an experiment aiming at examining the in�uence of the
edge between the MM and PO domains. Since in all calculations the MM domain
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�/pol. MM(0.0)/PO MM(0.25)/PO

1.0m/� 1.4791 1.5489
0.5m/� 0.8264 0.9721
1.0m/� 2.2369 0.5081
0.5/� 1.0165 0.2811

Table 4.4: The relative errors of the bistatic �eld compared to the MM solution
in dB.

is e�ectively cut o� on the plate and therefore theoretically equipped with phys-
ical edges, which would be major contributors to the scattering if they behaved
as such.

In order to examine this we have the same geometry as in �gure 4.5 and one
geometry with only MM edges. In these two geometries all edges in both geome-
tries coincide with one in the other exactly. This allows us to interchange the
currents calculated, to see how much the boundary contributes to the solution.

Two tests have been performed. The solutions for MM and MM/PO have
been calculated and we interchange the currents in the wire and the central MM
area of the MM/PO calculation by the currents in the MM solution correspond-
ing to them. By this procedure we have the MM solution, but with the central
MM piece taken from the MM/PO solution, and the MM/PO solution, but with
the central MM piece taken from the MM solution. The results are displayed
in �gure 4.7, as the bistatic �eld calculated from said currents. The results are
shown in dB.

Suppose thatMM jMM is the electric �eld at a point due to the MM domain
with currents jMM computed by the MMmethod. In the same manner,MM jMP

is the �eld from the MM domain with the MM-PO currents jMP . The �eld from
the PO domain isMP jPM from the MM solution andMP jPP from the MM-PO
solution. Then the E-�elds with the four di�erent combinations in �gure 4.7
(jMM and jPM , jMP and jPM , jMP and jPP , jMM and jPP ) are

E1 =MM jMM +MP jPM ; (4.2)

E2 =MM jMP +MP jPM ; (4.3)

E3 =MM jMP +MP jPP ; (4.4)

E4 =MM jMM +MP jPP : (4.5)

We �nd that substituting jMM and jMP for each other in (4.5) and �gure 4.7
does not alter the bistatic �eld very much, i.e. jMM and jMP are close to each
other. The di�erence occurs when the currents in the PO domain are evaluated
by the PO approximation instead of satisfying the MFIE or when MP jPM and
MP jPP are interchanged.
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Figure 4.7: Bistatic �eld diagrams displaying the e�ects of Interchanging MM
and PO currents with each other on the same object.

4.4 Parallel RUND-tests

So far we have only considered very simple cases to shed some light on the
di�erent properties of the MM/PO hybrid solver. In this section we apply the
hybrid to an idealised aeroplane model RUND which is approximately one meter
long, one meter wide and half a meter high.In �gure 4.10 RUND is displayed with
the MM domain in red and the PO domain in blue. There are 5289 MM edges
and 21444 PO edges in the MM/PO model, 26733 MM edges in the MM model
and 38127 PO edges in the PO model. This testcase is intended to show that
MM/PO can yield good results on a more realistic object as well, and test the
parallelisation properties of the solver. All tests are performed using an incident
�eld from straight ahead of the aircraft, polarised in the height direction and of
0.2 m wavelength. The MM/PO hybrid problem is solved using 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9,
12 and 16 processors on SUN wild�re system with 300Mhz processors.

In �gure 4.11 the bistatic �eld from the RUND model is plotted, from a
pure MM solution from 16 processors, a pure PO solution with 1 processor and
the hybrid MM/PO solution for the di�erent processor con�gurations mentioned
above. We only see the last MM/PO line since they all coincide, which shows
that the hybrid parallelisation computes the same solution for all rocessor grids.
We also see that the improvement from the PO solution to the MM/PO solution
is signi�cant, and that the MM/PO bistatic �eld are of the same approximate
size as the MM bistatic �eld at all angles.

The �rst barrier one encounters when trying to solve electrically large prob-
lems using the Method of Moments is that the problem does not �t in the memory
of the computer. This problem can be alleviated by Out-Of-Core storage, i.e.
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Figure 4.8: Bistatic �eld diagrams for theta polarised excitation of a monopole
on a circular plate.

storing matrices on disk while only keeping the essential parts of them in mem-
ory. In the end the main problem still exists, but can be solved by such methods
as the Multipole method or a hybrid MM/PO method. The memory demands
of the hybrid follows equation (2.143) theoretically (this applies to pure PO as
well). In table 4.5 we give the total memory demands in Mega Bytes (MB) of
the hybrid and pure MM solver for a number of processor grids.

Testcase Used Max. Used Min. Theoretical

16P MM 6672 5712 6000
16P MM/PO 1328 480 339
12P MM/PO 996 408 296
9P MM/PO 783 342 290
8P MM/PO 728 336 276
6P MM/PO 594 306 266
4P MM/PO 464 276 256
2P MM/PO 344 248 241
1P MM/PO 257 234 236

1P PO 52 22 13

Table 4.5: The total memory demands of the MM and hybrid MM/PO solvers.

The Maximum memory column and Minimum memory column are from Sun
Solaris top output corresponding to Size and Res. respectively. These results
show that there is some memory overhead for a parallel scheme. The overhead in
the theoretical column corresponds to �rst and foremost geometrical descriptions
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Figure 4.9: Bistatic �eld diagrams for � polarised excitation of a monopole on
a circular plate.

Figure 4.10: Generic aircraft RUND. Red signals MM domain, while the blue
area is the PO domain.

that need to be stored in each process, while the overhead in the other columns
also incorporates such things as executables and MPI-bu�ers. The results also
prove that employing a hybrid MM/PO scheme saves memory to a large extent.
Pure PO however demands practically no memory at all, when compared to the
other methods.

The traditional reason for parallelising numerical codes is to save CPU-time
and this is also one of the reasons behind the MM/PO hybrid method. Table
4.6 contains the timing data in seconds corresponding to the memory data of
table 4.5.
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Figure 4.11: Bistatic �eld from the RUND generic aircraft.

Testcase Total Assembly Factorisation Excitation Solution PO

16P MM 9936 2063 7836 0.14 11 0
16P MM/PO 1125 81 104 689 51 193
12P MM/PO 1419 95 121 929 20 247
9P MM/PO 1779 117 96 1218 13 326
8P MM/PO 1967 122 120 1325 45 349
6P MM/PO 2520 142 137 1778 6 450
4P MM/PO 3522 177 200 2500 4 632
2P MM/PO 6108 243 416 4349 9 1083
1P MM/PO 8640 308 732 6083 12 1492

1P PO 88 0 0 0 0 75

Table 4.6: The elapsed time in seconds of the MM and hybrid MM/PO solvers.

The assembly time corresponds to the assembly of the MM matrix, the fac-
torisation time is for the MM matrix as well,the excitation time is for the MM
right hand side and the solution time is the time spent on the back-substitution
of the MM matrix, while the PO data includes PO excitation and solution of
the PO equation, see section 2.3.6. Obviously, the excitation time is the most
expensive part of the solution, this is due to the fact that it is essentially an
assembly process and a matrix-vector multiplication combined and performed in
each iteration step, and the matrix is NPO times NMM elements of size. Which
is most often substantially larger than the MM matrix, see section 2.6.2.

In �gure 4.12 we see that the Speed-Up when compared to a single processor
solution is poor, but that is not a fair comparison due to the absence of any
communication in a one processor grid. The 4-processor Speed-Up plot however
shows almost linear behaviour with a one to one correspondance. From this we
gather that the parallelisation is implemented well.

The assembly times in �gure 4.13 shows linear Speed-Up, but is not especially
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Figure 4.12: Total performance of MM/PO solver.

close to the perfect case (the solid line). The reason for this is probably that
splitting the domain into more processors, introduces more internal boundaries
and therefore more work for the processors.

The factorisation times in �gure 4.14 are erratic in relation to the number
of processors. This is due to the fact that adding processors yields larger block
structures which mean that an extra overhead can be expected because of the
padding of the matrix that needs to be done. At the lower left part of the
curve we seem to have close to perfect Speed-Up, where we have smaller blocks
that does not require much padding. The reason for the increasing blocksize for
increasing the number of processors is that we wish to maintain a near constant
smallest memory block size, i.e. the smallest undividable block for the matrices
and the one that determines the cache behaviour. In this way we avoid unwanted
cache e�ects.

The main part of the MM/PO hybrid is the excitation of the MM domain and
the excitation of the PO domain and as shown in �gure 4.15 shows a Speed-Up
very close to perfect if based on 4 processors.

The PO-part of the solution also shows close to perfect Speed-Up as we can
see in �gure 4.16.

This section has shown that employing a hybrid MM/PO solver to a real
world problem can be e�ective and yield good results, and that the memory
demands and CPU-times scale favourably for a multiprocessor computation. It
is probable that employing MM at the leading edge of the wings and at the front
of the fuselage will yield better results, since these are important scatterers.
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Figure 4.13: Assembly performance of MM/PO solver.
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Figure 4.17: Bistatic �eld diagrams for � polarised excitation at � = 45o inci-
dence.
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Figure 4.14: Factorisation performance of MM/PO solver.
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Figure 4.18: Bistatic �eld diagrams for � polarised excitation at � = 45o inci-
dence.
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Figure 4.15: Excitation performance of MM/PO solver.
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Figure 4.16: Physical Optics performance of MM/PO solver.
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Figure 4.19: Bistatic �eld diagrams for � polarised excitation at � = 90o inci-
dence.
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Figure 4.20: Bistatic �eld diagrams for � polarised excitation at � = 90o inci-
dence.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

We have developed a hybrid method between Method of Moments (MM) and
Physical Optics (PO) and a solver intended to bene�t from the excellent memory
and CPU-time characteristics of the PO-method and use the MM to capture the
�ner details that give large contributions to the scattering. It is very important
to select the domains properly. Experience and trial/error procedures are for
the moment the best way to acquire the knowledge how to perform this domain
selection, but adaptive methods can be developed. The guidelines seem to be
that edges, wedges and areas of sharp curvature should be MM if they are
substantial scatterers.

During the work we have not yet encountered a single case where the parallel
iterative scheme used in the solver does not converge. We surmise that the cases
where they might not converge are not suitable for an MM/PO hybrid anyway.
This is supported by the analysis. The solver gives signi�cant improvements to
the results compared with the pure PO method if the domains are selected with
care, and saves computing time and memory compared to pure MM method if
the PO domains dominate with respect to the number of unknowns.
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